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1. INTRODUCTION
1

Constraints

The texts, references and graphics contained in this manual have been compiled with utmost care;
nevertheless, it is impossible to guarantee that they are fully without error. SAP SE cannot assume any
responsibility for the correctness or completeness of the following documentation; the user alone is
responsible for verifying the information contained therein.
SAP SE will only assume liability for damage arising from the use of this documentation – irrespective of the
pertinent legal basis – in the case of intentional or active negligence, under no other circumstances will a
warranty be made.
2

Definition

The purpose of this Quick Guide is to describe the configuration steps required to set up a Connection of
Hotel Reservation Systems using SAP NetWeaver Exchange Infrastructure (XI).
If more information is needed, please refer to the appropriate guides of the products.
3

Intended Audience

This guide is intended to be used by administrators or technical consultants who have to configure SAP
NetWeaver Exchange Infrastructure (XI).
The users should be familiar with the above-mentioned products. They should know how to use and
configure the products.
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4

POSITIONING SAP EXCHANGE INFRASTRUCTURE

As a key pillar in SAP’s ESA (Enterprise Services Architecture) strategy, SAP Exchange Infrastructure (SAP
XI) enables you to implement cross-system processes. It enables you to connect systems from different
vendors (non-SAP and SAP) in different versions and implemented in different programming languages
(Java, ABAP, and so on) to each other. SAP Exchange Infrastructure is based on an open architecture, uses
open standards (in particular those from the XML and Java environments), and offers those services that are
essential in a heterogeneous and complex system landscape:
 Modeling and design of messages, transformations, and cross-component integration processes
 Configuration options for managing collaborative processes and message flow
 Runtime for message and process management
 Adapter Engine for integrating heterogeneous system components
 Central monitoring for monitoring message flow and processes

SAP XI supports internal company scenarios and cross-company scenarios.
The following graphic is a simple overview showing how SAP XI is positioned within SAP NetWeaver. The
important components and concepts of SAP XI are shown on the right-hand side.

Figure 1: XI Components within SAP NetWeaver

SAP XI is based on general standards so as to enable external systems to be integrated. At the center of the
infrastructure is an XML-based communication that uses HTTP (Hyper Text Transfer Protocol). The
application-specific contents are transferred in messages in user-defined XML (eXtensible Markup
Language) schema from the sender to the receiver using the Integration Server.
In the above graphic (Figure 1), Integration Broker is a SAP NetWeaver capability (that is, the features for a
technological area of SAP NetWeaver) that is supported by SAP XI. The Integration Server, on the other
hand, is an XI runtime component.
Senders and receivers that exchange messages using the Integration Server are separated from one
another. This separation makes it easier to connect systems that are technologically different. Every system
that can exchange messages with the Integration Server can also exchange messages with all other
systems that are connected to the Integration Server. SAP XI supports the following methods of
communication with the Integration Server:
 Direct communication using proxies, which you generate in the application systems using a description in
WSDL (Web Service Description Language).
 Communication using adapters. In this case, you create interfaces for message exchange in the
application system or use existing interfaces.

4
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Simple message processing on the Integration Server is stateless. This means that the Integration Server
does not know of any connections between various messages. Cross-component integration processes, on
the other hand, describe related processes, which can use the knowledge about messages that have already
been processed to further control the process (for example, waiting for the corresponding response for a
message in order to start further actions). You can use SAP XI to model, change, and manage these crosscomponent integration processes centrally. These processes are executed on the Integration Server and are
included in message processing by configuration.
As with cross-component integration processes, you save the entire integration knowledge of a collaborative
process centrally in SAP XI: Objects at design time in the Integration Repository and objects at configuration
time in the Integration Directory. In this way, SAP Exchange Infrastructure follows the principle of shared
collaboration knowledge: You no longer need to search for information about a collaborative process in each
of the systems involved but can call this information centrally instead. This procedure considerably reduces
the costs for the development and maintenance of the shared applications.

5

POSITIONING HOTEL RESERVATION SYSTEMS

Hotel Reservation Service Companies, such as for example HRS Group, HOTEL DE or ehotel®, operate
global electronic hotel reservation systems for business and private travelers based on databases of a huge
number of hotels in all price categories in the world. These systems enable users to make direct reservations
free of charge, with immediate confirmation and at continually-updated special prices. Room prices quoted
for chosen hotels are guaranteed for the reservation in question. Many companies are connected directly to
a hotel reservation service system, which they use to make all their reservations worldwide as a way of
cutting costs.

6

IMG-SETTINGS BACKEND

The following IMG-Settings are for hotel reservation service integration. In this chapter we show exemplary
the IMG-settings to connect to Hotel Reservation Service (HRS Group). The same procedure holds true for
other consolidator hotel reservation systems customers want to use.
7

Define a reservation system

In this IMG activity you define the code and description text for the reservation systems you want to use for
booking. This is a general definition of the provider system. You define the specifications regarding the exact
logical system in the IMG activity Define Logical Systems for Reservation Systems.
You only need to define reservation systems here if you want to connect additional reservation systems
based on the SAP Exchange Infrastructure (XI).
For more information on XI, refer to the SAP Help Portal (SAP NetWeaver – Partner Connectivity Kit)

5
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Figure 2: Display IMG: Define Reservation Systems

After clicking IMG-Activity Define Reservation Systems view for reservation systems shows up. Use button
New Entries for defining a reservation system. Fill in the table with code RS and provider name XI HRS.

Figure 3: View: Reservation Systems

8

Define Groups for Access to External Reservation Systems

In this step, you define the groupings for accessing the external reservation systems.
Defining different groups allows you specify the different user and/or travelers book their trips using different
sales offices and different reservation systems.
Make a new entry with group name XI HRS.

6
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Figure 4: View: Groups for Determining Sales Offices

9

Determine Sales Office and RFC Destinations

In this step you group the parameters for access to the external reservation system depending on a technical
access grouping.
By using this technical grouping, you later have the possibility to give different organizational employee
groups or user groups different access rights via feature TRVOF (see IMG activity Assign groups for
accessing external reservation systems).
Among the parameters that are assigned to the technical grouping there are the reservation system and the
logical system, the sales office and the RFC destination.

Figure 5: Display IMG: Determine Sales Offices and RFC Destinations
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You specify the parameters for access to the reservation system as follows:
1. Choose the relevant values for the reservation system, logical system, sales office and RFC
destination.
2. Save your entries.

Figure 6: Sales Offices and Technical Settings per Grouping

10

Define Use of XI Interfaces for Categories

In this step you define the use of reservation systems that are connected via SAP Exchange Infrastructure
with travel planning.

Figure 7: Display IMG: Define Use of XI Interface for Categories
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Make a new entry in IMG-Activity Define Use of XI Interface for Categories.
1. Choose a grouping for sales office determination -> RS.
2. Choose category H Hotel.
3. Put in the reservation system XI HRS.

Figure 8: New entry: reservation system

11

Define Travel Service Categories

In this step, you assign the keys for sales office determination that you have specified to enterprise-specific
travel service categories. This makes it possible for you to control the individual user/employee group's
access to travel service categories when trips are created.

Choose new entries.
1. Choose one of the keys that have been defined for sales office determination (RS).
2. Specify an enterprise-specific category (freely definable).
3. Enter a long text for the enterprise-specific category.
4. Assign the relevant service category (predefined) to the enterprise-specific category. -> H Hotel

Figure 9: Define a enterprise specific category
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12

Assign Groupings for Access to External Reservation Systems

Using feature TRVOF you can assign a sales office (and thus a reservation system and logical system) to
certain groupings of employees/users. This enables you to control which sales offices the travel plan
bookings are forwarded to.
Feature TRVOF is represented as a decision tree. During maintenance or configuration of the decision tree,
certain fields from the infotype Organizational Assignment (0001) and from user master data serve as valid
decision fields. This makes it easy to assign the access parameters for the provider (reservation system,
logical system, sales office, and RFC destination) to multiple employees at once.

Figure 10: Display IMG: Assign Groupings for Access to External Reservation Systems

1. Configure feature TRVOF according to your organizational requirements.
2. Activate the feature.

Figure 11: TRVOF Decision Tree
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13

Entries in Expert View (table TA20SWITCH)

Define Enterprise-Wide Control Parameters:
Please enter the following parameters and values in table TA20SWITCH:
14

Parameter XI

Save travel plan after every successful reservation in a reservation system (such as for low-cost carriers)
connected by means of XI. This stores the reservation data in the travel plan.
Parameter: XI
Value: X (Position 1)
15

Parameter XI_HOTELPRIO

Priority (see priority customizing) with which contract hotels (or hotels with company rates) are booked in
availability queries by hotel reservation systems that are connected via SAP NetWeaver Exchange
Infrastructure (XI)

Parameter: XI_HOTELPRIO
Value: Priority (Position 1, for example “1”)
Value: Priority (Position 2, for example “3”)

Figure 12: Add Parameters in table TA20SWITCH

16

SETTINGS IN XI-SYSTEM (EXCHANGE INFRASTRUCTURE)

Please log on to your XI-System.
Start Integration Builder. Browser starts and screen for Exchange Infrastructure Tools shows up.

Figure 13: Start Integration Builder
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Figure 14: Screens Exchange Infrastructure Tools

17
Integration Builder
You can do the following with the Integration Builder:
 Define all objects for the Integration Repository at design time
 Define all objects for the Integration Repository at configuration time
Depending on which of the above tasks you call the Integration Builder for, you choose one of the following
links on the SAP Exchange Infrastructure initial screen:
 Integration Builder: Design - Integration Repository
 Integration Builder: Configuration - Integration Directory
18

Design: Message Interface

The development of a collaborative process begins with its design. The Integration Builder provides you with
an environment with which you can describe integration scenarios, integration processes, interfaces, and
mappings independently of a system landscape. These objects are stored in the Integration Repository and
are associated with software component versions that belong to a product that is to be shipped.
You use a message interface to describe a platform-independent or programming-language-independent
interface, which you want to use to exchange messages between application components using SAP
Exchange Infrastructure. Depending on the communication parameters defined for a message interface, it
can either have the task of sending a request (outbound) or receiving a request (inbound). Assigning an
outbound interface to an inbound interface enables multiple communication parties to exchange messages
with each other. The following connections are possible for message interfaces:
 A message interface with another message interface
 A message interface with an imported interface
A message interface with an interface configured by an adapter
By using proxy generation, message interfaces enable ABAP and Java applications to be interconnected.
When you create a message interface you define the communication parameters by using the attributes
Mode and Category. You can create the following types of message interfaces:

12
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Category

Mode
Synchronous

Mode
Asynchronous

Use

Inbound

Synchronous inbound
message interface

Asynchronous inbound
message interface

Proxy communication

Outbound

Synchronous outbound
message interface

Asynchronous outbound
message interface

Proxy communication

Abstract

Synchronous abstract
message interface

Asynchronous abstract
message interface

Defines the process
signature

Table 1: Types of message interfaces

Depending on the attributes you define for the message interface, you either need to reference one or two
message types in Message Types. Therefore, the input message type defines the expected message, while
the output message type defines the message sent.
1. Click EA-HR -> EY-HR 600 (which is delivered by standard)
2. Click to the interface definitions http://sap.com/xi/travel -> Interface Objects -> Message Interfaces.
3. Create a message interface on the design maintenance screen of the Integration Builder.
4. Enter a description for your message interface.
5. In Message Types, reference the required input or output message types, or both. For a list of the
possible object types, visit SAP Help Portal (SAP NetWeaver – Message Exchange – XI Message
Interfaces)
6. If the interface is not an asynchronous outbound message interface or an abstract message
interface, you have the option of referencing fault message types in the lower table in the Message
Types frame.
7. You have the option of assigning context objects to fields by using the input help. This is possible for
scalar type attributes and elements.
8. Save your changes.
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Figure 15: Message Interfaces
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Design: Message Mapping

A message mapping refers to a mapping of messages and is supported by a graphical mapping editor. The
editor enables you to design a structure mapping between any two XML structures and connect to a value
mapping.
The mapping tool generates Java source code from the graphical mapping description, which is then
compiled and packed in a JAR file that the Integration Engine executes at runtime.
1. Create a message mapping on the design maintenance screen of the Integration Builder.
2. Load a source and target structure in the mapping editor by either using the search help, or by using
drag and drop to drag a name from the navigation tree and drop it on the corresponding hand.
3. Using the structure overview and the data-flow editor, assign one or more source fields to a target
field. This type of mapping is also called a Target-Field Mapping. It is also possible to assign one
source field to multiple target fields.
4. If necessary, enhance the target field mapping in the data-flow editor. To do so, connect the source
fields to the target field by using the standard functions of the mapping editor. You can also create
user-defined functions in Java in the mapping tool and then use them in the data-flow editor.
5. Carry out the last two steps for all mandatory target fields at least.
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Figure 16: Mapping Objects
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Assigning a field

Using the structure overview and the data-flow editor you can map source fields of the source structure to a
target field.
You can do the following:
 Use drag and drop to select a source field in the structure overview and map it to a target field, or the
other way around. The mapping editor displays this simple assignment in the data-flow editor.
 Drag a target field and one or more source fields from the structure overview to the data-flow editor. The
data-flow editor automatically assigns the first source/target field pair. If a target field has already been
mapped, then the mapping is displayed in the data-flow editor.
 Select a source and target field from the structure view by double-clicking. Note that you always transfer
source fields to the data-flow editor by double-clicking. However, this is only possible for target fields if
they have not already been assigned a source field. When you double-click a target field that has already
been assigned, the system navigates to the corresponding mapping.
In the data-flow editor you can then connect source fields with standard functions or with your own functions.
In the simplest instance, assign a source field to a target field. The value of the source field is then
transferred to the target field at runtime.
21

Data-Flow-Editor

You use the data-flow editor (at the bottom of the mapping editor) to describe the flow of data from one or
more source fields to one target field. Since this mapping is only a part of the actual message mapping and
refers to a particular target field, this type of mapping is known as a Target Field Mapping.
The data-flow editor comprises the following:
 An editor window in which you can insert functions and source and target fields as rectangles and move
them as required. These rectangles are known as data-flow objects because you use them to describe
the data-flow between source fields and target fields.
 A function chooser in the lower screen area of the data-flow editor that contains the functions of various
function categories. Using this function chooser, you can drag functions as new data-flow objects and
drop them in the editor window. Furthermore, by clicking on an empty space in the data-flow editor you
can call a function menu to access frequently used functions.
15
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1. Once you have selected the source fields and the target field you want select a function category
from the function chooser.
2. Select a function from the function chooser either by double-clicking, or by using drag and drop to
drag it to the editor area.
3. Connect the selected function to the other data-flow objects for the source fields and the target field
by connecting the small rectangles for the input and output values using drag and drop. However, if
you use the secondary mouse button, you do not actually have to connect to the box; instead you
can let this connection be created for you within the data-flow object. Arrows represent connected
elements.
4. To undo a connection, remove the arrow from the corresponding rectangle and drop it anywhere
outside the data-flow object.
5. To delete any data-flow objects that you no longer require, choose Delete in the context menu. To
delete all floating data-flow objects (displayed in light-blue), choose Delete Floating Objects.
6. Once all data-flow objects are green the mapping for the target field mapping is complete from a
logical point of view.

Figure 17: Message Mapping with data flow editor

22

Integration Builder: Configuration

At configuration time you set up a collaborative process for a specific system landscape. The configuration
data is structured, organized, and saved in the Integration Directory in the form of configuration objects.
The Integration Directory is structured around the cross-system task areas.

23

Configuring Message Processing

You can configure how a message is processed on the Integration Server.
The configuration objects that result from your entries are either created or are modified, depending on
whether they already exist or not. You can always see which configuration step you are currently working on
from the progress display in the frame next to the input fields in the configuration wizard.
You can call the configuration wizard as follows:
 In the Integration Builder (Integration Directory) main menu bar, choose Tools  Configuration Wizard
(

).

 Open a configuration scenario and choose Configuration Wizard (
in the Display/Edit Scenario editor.

) in the menu bar of the object editor

16
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Specify Inbound Message

In this configuration step you specify the message expected by the Integration Server.
The data you must enter varies depending on the communication scenario:
Internal Communication
In internal communication, you must specify the sender of the message. The sender can be a business
system (service), integration process (service), or a business service. The services must not be assigned to
a communication party. You must also specify an adapter type for inbound processing.
Partner Communication
In partner communication, you specify whether the message originates from the (internal) system landscape
or from an external business partner (external source). Use the relevant radio button to make your selection.
If the message originates from the internal system landscape, then you specify the sender in the same way
as for the Internal Communication communication scenario.
If the message originates from an external source (external business partner), then the entries you must
make vary depending on the adapter type you have selected.
 If you have selected the adapter type XI, you must specify the header of the expected message on the
subsequent screen. You must also specify the agency and schema for the sender and receiver parties so
that the party can be identified uniquely. If the identifiers are new, in the subsequent dialog, assign both
the sender and receiver parties to a communication party that is defined in the Integration Directory. The
configuration objects work with this ”normalized” party identifier.
 If you have selected the adapter type RNIF, specify the header of the RNIF (RosettaNet Implementation
Framework) message.
 If you have selected the adapter type IDoc, specify the header of the IDoc message.
 For all other adapter types, specify the party, service, and inbound interface for the sender and receiver of
the message.

Figure 18: Specify Inbound Message
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Specify Outbound Message

In this step you specify which message (as the result of all processing steps) is to be sent by the Integration
Server. To specify the outbound message, proceed as described above for the inbound message.
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Figure 19: Specify Outbound Message
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Define Message Processing

Using the inbound and outbound message data that you have entered for the sender and receiver (and
inbound interface), the system produces a key for the receiver determinations, interface determinations and
collaboration agreements.
The configuration objects are produced based on the other entries that you make in the configuration wizard.
If a corresponding configuration object already exists in the Integration Directory for the entries you have
made, then it is reused and enhanced; if not, a new configuration object is created.
Note the following information about the various object types:
 Interface Determinations
In the configuration wizard, you can specify whether a mapping is to be used. The selected interface
mapping is then assigned to the interface determination, which is taken from the specified key.
 The results of the configuration wizard vary depending on whether an interface determination exists in
the Integration Directory for the information that has already been specified (sender, receiver, and
interface mapping):
 If an interface determination doesn't already exist, the system creates a new generic interface
determination once the configuration wizard is finished, based on the entries you have made.
 If a (generic) interface determination already exists, the system creates a new specific interface
determination once the configuration wizard is finished, based on the entries you have made. The
interface determination only applies for the sender/receiver pair that you have specified in the
configuration wizard.
 If a (specific) interface determination already exists that exactly matches what you have entered in the
configuration wizard, then this interface determination is used.
 Collaboration Agreements
Certain adapter types do not require sender agreements. If this is the case, the relevant steps in the
configuration wizard are skipped.

18
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Figure 20: Receiver Determination

Figure 21: Interface Determination & Mapping
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Figure 22: Receiver Agreement
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Confirm Configuration Data

Once you have made all your entries, choose Finish.
The following is documented in the configuration wizard log:
 Which new objects have been created and which reused
 Further information: For example, you are informed that you can define receiver determination conditions
in a new or reused object.

Figure 23: Confirm Configuration Data
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